Context Informed consent is crucial in daily clinical practice and research in medicine and psychiatry. A recent neuroethical investigation explored the psychological factors that are crucial in determining whether or not subjects give consent. While cognitive functions have been shown to play a central role, the impact of empathy and emotions on subjects' decisions in informed consent remains unclear. Objective To evaluate the impact of empathy and emotions on subjects' decision in informed consent in an exploratory study. Design Decisional capacity and informed consent to a subsequent imaging study were evaluated with the MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool for Clinical Research (MacCAT-CR). Empathy and emotion recognition were measured with the Multifaceted Empathy Test (MET) and the Florida Affect Battery (FAB). Setting Psychiatric subjects were recruited from a general psychiatric hospital and a forensic state hospital. Patients A mixed group of 98 healthy men and forensic and non-forensic psychiatric subjects were investigated. Results Both empathy (MET) and emotion recognition (FAB) correlated with MacCAT-CR scores. Higher cognitive empathy and good emotion recognition (compared with low empathy and emotion recognition) were associated with increased decisional capacity and higher rates of refusal to give informed consent. Conclusions This study shows an empirical relationship between decision-making and informed consent, on the one hand, and emotions and empathy on the other. While this study is exploratory and preliminary, the findings of a relationship between informed consent, emotions and empathy raise important neuroethical questions with regard to an emotional-social concept of informed consent and potential clinical implications for testing informed consent.
INTRODUCTION
Informed consent is crucial in everyday clinical work in all fields of medicine and also in clinical scientific studies on healthy subjects as well as on medical and psychiatric patients. 1 2 This has led to extensive research into the psychological functions that determine the decisions made by subjectsd that is, whether they consent, refuse or remain ambivalent about participation. Decision-making is regarded as a crucial psychological process in informed consent. 5 6 9 11e17 It is a complex process that involves both cognitive and affective functions, as highlighted in recent neuroscientific research. 3 18 Cognitive functions in decision-making involved in informed consent, the so-called 'decisional capacity', include understanding, appreciation and reasoning which may be related to attention, working memory and executive functions. 5 6 9 11e17 These cognitive functions and thus the decisional capacity in informed consent have recently been quantified and systematically investigated using the MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool for Clinical Research (MacCAT-CR). 4 10 13 19 20 In addition to cognitive functions, decisionmaking also involves emotion. 3 7 18 21e23 The concept of emotion is a complex construct that contains both affective and cognitive components (see Panksepp 1998 Panksepp , 2005 . Affective components concern emotional feelings and also emotional expression while cognitive functions concern the identification of emotions with their subsequent awareness and recognition as such. Cognitive functions of emotions may be crucial in regulating affective components (Ochsner et al 2004) . Owing to the apparently complex interplay between affective and cognitive components in decisionmaking, one may also hypothesise a relationship between decision-making in informed consent and the affective and cognitive components of emotions. Since, however, the relationship between affective and cognitive functions of emotions has not been investigated in the specific case of decision-making in informed consent, this hypothesis is as yet only exploratory.
One peculiarity in the case of decision-making in informed consent is the encounter with the person who explains and wants to obtain the informed consent. This makes it likely that the decision by the consenting subject may also be impacted by his/ her perception of the person obtaining the consent which, in turn, may be traced back to empathy. The concept of empathy describes the capability to share another person's cognitive and emotional inner life and to recognise its emotional states.
24e26
Empathic sharing and emotion recognition between the subject and the investigator may be crucial in determining decisional capacity and ultimately the decision itselfdthat is, whether the subject gives or refuses consent (or remains ambivalent). However, this hypothesis remains to be tested.
The general aim of our exploratory study was to investigate the impact of empathy and emotion on decisional capacity and informed consent in a mixed heterogeneous sample of healthy and psychiatric subjects. Since our study was exploratory, we selected a heterogeneous and mixed sample of healthy and psychiatric subjects and employed general tests for emotion and empathy. We first aimed to investigate whether empathy and emotions are related to the decisional capacity as measured with the MacCAT-CR. We then investigated whether empathy and emotions are related to the subjects' decisiondthat is, whether they approve, refuse or remain ambivalent concerning study participation. We hypothesised that empathy and emotions are related to the subjects' decisional capacity and their decision on informed consent (approval, refusal or ambivalence). Decisional capacity was tested with the MacCAT-CR while empathy and emotions were measured using standardised and well-established testsdthe Multifaceted Empathy Test (MET) 24 and the Florida Affect Battery (FAB). 26 
METHODS Subjects
We investigated 98 men of mean6SD age 34.2610.6 years (range 19e66). In order to account for a heterogeneous distribution in our study group mirroring the exploratory nature of our study, we included both healthy subjects and different psychiatric groups of patients. We included 16 healthy subjects, 16 non-forensic schizophrenic patients, 35 forensic schizophrenic patients and 31 forensic patients with personality disorder. One participant out of the forensic schizophrenic patients refused to continue the testing after finishing the MacCAT-CR interview. Forensic patients were recruited from inpatients at the Forensic Psychiatric Hospital Uchtspringe, Germany while non-forensic patients were recruited from the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Magdeburg, Germany. Inclusion criteria for psychiatric subjects were a psychiatric diagnosis of schizophrenia or personality disorder according to DSM IV-R as established by independent clinicians (JW and UG) on the basis of a clinical interview and the willingness to be asked for possible consent into a subsequent real imaging study. The patients were approached by JW and UG and asked whether they would be willing to be considered for an interview and testing about possible participation in a subsequent real imaging study. If the patients approved, they were interviewed by AV. The subsequent imaging study was an fMRI study on the neural correlates of aggressive impulses and memory retrieval in forensic and non-forensic psychiatric patients; the imaging study team remained completely independent of the team for the present investigation. Exclusion criteria for the psychiatric sample was the refusal to take part in the interview and testing, mental retardation and patients with affective disorders (eg, major depressive disorder) and cognitive disorders (eg, dementia). Inclusion criteria for the healthy subjects included the absence of any psychiatric, neurological and medical conditions (as checked for by routine psychiatric (following DSM IV-R) and medical examination performed by AV). Exclusion criteria for the healthy subjects included unwillingness to take part in the interview and mental retardation. In order to exclude mental retardation, all subjects (both healthy and psychiatric) were tested with the German Wortschatztest (WST) 27 a well-standardised measure of general intelligence. Only men were included in the study to avoid any possible gender effects.
After feedback from the local Institutional Review Board (IRB), no separate consent was required for the present study which was approved by the local IRB as part of the subsequent imaging study.
Measurement of decisional capacity, empathy and emotion recognition
Decisional capacity was measured using the MacCAT-CR 10 in a German version. 28 The MacCAT-CR is a standardised instrument for evaluating decisional capacity in informed consent for clinical research. The test uses a semi-structured interview format with questions tailored specifically for the research project in question which, in our study, concerned a combined EEG/fMRI investigation. The investigator of the MacCAT-CR (AV) was trained and supervised and independent of both the clinicians (JW, UG) recruiting the sample and the investigators of the subsequent imaging study. Since our focus was on cognitive and emotional functions, we used only the subscores of understanding and reasoning of the MacCAT-CR while neglecting its third subscore, appreciation. Moreover, to avoid confounding by bias, data analysis in the present study was done by an investigator (AS) who was independent of both the investigator of the informed consent study (AV) and the clinicians (JW, UG). The MET was used to examine different aspects of empathy. It is a well-established tool for the multidimensional measurement of empathy with separate assessment of emotional and cognitive aspects of empathic functioning. 24 The version used in this study consisted of a set of 23 different photographs depicting persons expressing a certain emotion. While looking at the pictures, subjects were asked to answer a series of questions concerning their perception of the emotional states depicted as well as their emotional and empathic reaction. The MET contains several subtests that concern either more affective (ie, implicit and explicit emotion expression) or more cognitive (cognitive empathy) subscores (table 1) .
To test for emotion recognition and identification, we applied parts of the German version of the FAB. 26 The FAB is sensitive for the acquisition of deficits in affective processing and tests for identification and recognition of emotion in either visual (FAB 2, 3, 5) or auditory (FAB 6, 7, 8a, 8b) mode. The emotions of interest are divided into five categories: joy, sadness, anger, fear, neutral. The test scores for each subtest were estimated as correct answers as percentages. For further evaluation we created two groups by pooling the results of FAB 2, 3 and 5 (FAB visual) and the results of FAB 6, 7, 8a and 8b (FAB auditory), respectively.
Data analysis
For data analysis we divided the whole sample, independent of the clinical diagnosis, according to the subjects' decision about participation in the clinical trial described during the interview. Three groups were created: 44 subjects gave consent to participation (33.7611.4 years; range 20e66), 33 refused participation (34.169.9 years; range 19e59) and 21 were ambivalent (35.4610.4 years; range 22e59). No significant difference was seen in the age of the patients in the three groups. To test for possible differences in general intelligence between the participants, subtest 13 of the WST test was applied 27 ; no significant differences were found in cognitive function between the three groups.
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Version 15. For correlation analyses we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient for normally distributed data and the Spearman correlation coefficient for data not distributed normally (as shown by the KolmogoroveSmirnov test). To compare the distribution of the decisional categories (approval, ambivalence, refusal), we divided the whole sample into two groups (high vs low). We first calculated the mean value for the respective variable and used this score as a cut-off value to divide the group into two subgroups (high and low).
To compare high versus low understanding we calculated the mean MacCAT-CR understanding scores of the whole group (MacCAT-CR understanding mean ¼6.9). This score served as a cut-off to divide the group into 'high understanding' and 'low understanding' subgroups. We used the same procedure for high versus low empathy and emotion comparisons. Subsequent statistical comparison of the distribution of the decisional categories in these two subgroups was performed using c 2 tests.
RESULTS

Relationship of decisional capacity to empathy and emotion recognition
We observed a positive correlation of both FAB visual and FAB auditory scores with the MacCAT-CT understanding and reasoning results ( figure 1A and table 1A) . Hence, emotion recognition seems to be related to the capacity to understand and reason in informed consent.
The cognitive empathy score (MET CE) showed a significantly positive correlation with MacCAT-CT understanding. In contrast to cognitive empathy, a subscore of affective empathy (MET intensity) correlated negatively with MacCAT-CT understanding ( figure 1B and table 1B) . The relevance of MET intensity was further underlined by its marginally significant negative correlation with MacCAT-CT reasoning. Two other markers of affective empathy (MET mirroring and MET EEE) also showed a marginally significant negative correlation with MacCAT-CR reasoning.
However, these relationships concerned only selective subscales of the MET (ie, cognitive empathy, intensity mirroring and EEE) and predominantly the subscore of understanding from the MacCAT-CR, while others (on both sides, MET and MacCAT-CR) did not show a significant relationship.
Finally, we correlated measures of empathy and of emotion recognition with each other. Here, the cognitive measure of empathy (MET CE) showed a significantly positive correlation with both measures of emotion recognition (FAB auditory and visual)dthe better the cognitive component of empathy, the better the emotion recognition. However, the affective measures of empathy (MET mirroring and others) showed a significantly negative correlation with emotion recognition (figure 1C, D and table 1C)dthe stronger the affective component of empathy, the worse the emotion recognition. Generally, almost all subscales of the MET correlated with the FAB, which contrasts with the correlation between MET and MacCAT-CR where only some MET subscales showed a correlation (table 1) .
Taken together, these findings indicate that empathyd especially its cognitive componentdand emotion recognition relate to decisional capacity in informed consent in a positive way while affective components of empathy such as mirroring and intensity, mirroring and EEE are related to the decisional capacity (and emotion recognition) in a negative way.
Relationship of informed consent to decisional capacity, empathy and emotion recognition
We then investigated the impact of decisional capacity, empathy and emotion recognition on the decision of informed consent (approval, refusal, ambivalence). For that we compared the distribution of the three consent groups within groups of high and low scoring subjects (high and low MET, FAB and MAC-CAT). We first calculated the mean MacCAT-CR understanding scores of the whole group (MacCAT-CR understanding mean ¼6.9). This score served as a cut-off to divide the group into a high understanding subgroup (MacCAT-CR understanding high: n MacCAT-CR understanding $6.9 ¼70) and a low understanding subgroup (MacCAT-CR understanding low: n MacCAT-CR understanding <6.9 ¼28). The same procedure was applied for high versus low empathy and emotion comparisons.
Comparison of the high versus low MacCAT understanding groups revealed a higher approval rate among high scoring subjects (figure 2A and table 2 in online supplement). A comparison of high and low MET CE groups showed that high CE scoring subjects had a higher refusal rate and low scoring subjects had a higher ambivalence rate, with very little difference in the rate of approval (see figure 2B and table 2B in online supplement). A comparison of high and low MET emotion empathy implicit (EEI) groups showed conflicting results with high scoring subjects having a higher ambivalence rate than low scoring subjects (see figure 2B and table 2B in online supplement). Although high scoring subjects in the auditory emotion recognition task (FAB auditory) had higher refusal rates than low scoring FAB subjects, this effect was not statistically significant (see figure 2C and table 2C in online supplement). Taken together, these findings indicate that decisional capacity and empathy seem to have an impact on the decision of subjects in informed consentdthat is, whether they approve, refuse or remain ambivalent concerning their willingness to participate in a subsequent imaging study.
DISCUSSION
This exploratory study shows that empathy and emotion are related to subjects' decisional capacity and informed consent. Higher cognitive empathic abilities and good emotion recognition were related to increased decisional capacity and higher refusal rates. Although preliminary and exploratory, our results suggest that subjects' ability to empathise with and recognise others' emotions impacts on their decision-making in informed consent. If confirmed and further specified in future studies, this Figure 2 Distribution of the three consent categories (approval, refusal, ambivalence) in (A) high and low understanding, (B) empathy and (C) emotion groups. A significant difference was seen between the group with a high MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool for Clinical Research (MacCAT-CR) understanding score (nMacCAT understanding $6.9¼70) and those with a low MacCAT understanding score (nMacCAT understanding <6.9¼28) (c 2 (2)¼11.671; p¼0.003) with a higher approval rate among the high MacCAT-CR understanding subjects and a higher refusal rate among the low MacCAT-CR understanding subjects, respectively. A significant difference was also seen between the group of subjects with a high Multifaceted Empathy Test cognitive empathy (MET CE) score (nMET-CE$20¼51) and the group with a low MET CE score (nMET CE <20¼47) (c 2 (2)¼23.112; p<0.001) with a higher refusal rate among those with a high MET CE score than in those with a low MET CE score.
yields neuroethical questions concerning the daily medical practice of obtaining informed consent, the criteria employed by the IRBs and the concept of informed consent itself.
Empirical results
Our first main finding is that the decisional capacity in informed consent is associated with emotion and empathy. More specifically, a better ability to identify and recognise emotions in others was related to higher scores of understanding and reasoning in decision-making of informed consent. This is in accordance with the postulated relevance of emotions in decision-making, thus confirming these theoretical conceptual assumptions on an empirical basis. 3 7 22 23 Since our study is exploratory, our results can only be considered as preliminary and further specification is needed in a more homogeneous sample with more detailed and specific tests of emotional function that may then also distinguish between affective and cognitive components (Panksepp 1998).
In addition to emotions, we also observed a relationship between decisional capacity and empathy. The better the consenting subjects were able to empathise with other people (as tested by MET), the higher their scores in the MacCAT-CR. Interestingly, this applied only to the cognitively-oriented subscore of the MET (ie, cognitive empathy) while other more affective components (ie, intensity, mirroring and EEE correlated negatively. The selective nature of the relationship between empathy and decisional capacity is even more remarkable given the fact that almost all subscales of the MET correlated with our emotion measure (FAB). Furthermore, the correlation with empathy concerned mainly one subcore of the MacCAT-CR (understanding) and showed no relation with others. Taken together, this suggests that empathy may be related to the decisional capacity involved in informed consent in a very special way. Our finding must be considered preliminary and exploratory and requires confirmation and specification in future studies.
Further differentiation into cognitive and affective components of empathy may also be necessary. High cognitive empathic abilities (as measured by the MET CE score) have a positive impact on decisional capacity by enhancing it, while high affective empathic abilities (as measured by MET mirroring, explicit emotion and intensity scores) are negatively related to decisional capacity, showing inhibitory rather than enhancing effects. This is compatible with Charland's theoretical assumptions that postulate both positive and negative roles of emotions and empathy in informed consent. 7 The differential role of affective and cognitive components of empathy is further supported by our findings of their opposite correlation with emotion recognition.
Replicating previous results, higher values in the MacCAT-CR understanding section were seen in subjects with a higher approval rate compared with lower MacCAT-CR values. 5 6 9 11e13 15e17 Extending these results, our findings indicate that empathy seems to affect decision-making in informed consent (ie, whether a subject approved, refused or remained ambivalent concerning study participation). Subjects showing high cognitive empathy refused study participation to a significantly greater extent than those with low cognitive empathy. The impact of cognitive empathy contrasted with that of affective empathy on decisional capacity. High affective empathy led to significantly higher ambivalence in informed consent. The differential effects of cognitive and affective empathy and decisional capacity leads one to speculate that the three groups of informed consent (approval, refusal, ambivalence) may be characterised by different relationships between empathy/ emotion and decisional capacity. However, this remains rather speculative at this point and needs to be investigated in more detail. While adequate for the exploratory and preliminary nature of our study, future studies need to investigate more homogeneous samples and employ more specific and detailed measures of emotions and empathy. Hence, our results need to be considered preliminary, awaiting future confirmation and specification.
Neuroethical questions
If confirmed in future studies, these results raise several neuroethical issues including the selection of subjects to be examined in clinical trials and the validity of informed consent in general. Especially subjects with high cognitive and low affective empathic abilities could be selected for study participation in order to gain a higher approval rate in informed consent. This bias in selecting subjects for study participation may be ethically problematic, however, because it artificially minimises the risk of refusal (or ambivalence). Hence, IRBs may want to develop and employ criteria for the selection of subjects with regard to empathy and emotion.
Another ethical problem concerns the impact of the investigator. The outcome of informed consent is usually considered to be solely dependent upon the subject while the emotions and empathic abilities of the investigator have no effect. If, however, empathy and emotion play a major role in determining the outcome of informed consent, the lack of effect of the emotional and empathic characteristics of the investigator becomes questionable. Analogous to the subjects, the empathic and emotional abilities of the investigator and probably his/her sympathy may determine the outcome of the informed consent; this needs to be investigated in future studies.
If the investigator's emotion, empathy and sympathy do indeed have an impact, one may bias the outcome of the informed consent by selecting those with high empathic skills and sympathy in order to artificially increase subjects' approval rate. This may be ethically problematic, so IRBs may want to develop and employ criteria for selection of the investigator with regard to empathy and emotion. This means that we may need to develop an emotional-social investigator-dependent concept of informed consent, as distinguished from the current consent that is rather cognitive and remain investigator-independent.
Our results are also of particular relevance for the validity of informed consent in psychiatric patients. Patients with psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, depression and personality disorders are well known to show dysfunction in both cognitive and affective components of empathy. This in turn may strongly impact their ability to give valid informed consent. From an ethical point of view, our results therefore question the hitherto predominance of cognitive functions in judging the validity of subjects' informed consent. Severe empathic and emotional deficits may confound the subjects' informed consent to a great extent, even if their cognitive skills are preserved as, for instance, in personality disorders and neurosis. Future investigation may therefore focus also on patients with such disorders and show the interaction between affective and cognitive functions in informed consent as well as with their specific psychopathological symptoms.
CONCLUSION
These preliminary exploratory findings indicate a relationship between the decisional capacity in informed consent and empathy and emotions in the consenting subjects. This suggests that empathy and emotion may be crucially involved in decisional capacities in informed consent. If confirmed and specified, these findings raise several neuroethical questions that concern the procedure by which informed consent is obtained in daily medical practice and research, the concept of informed consent, and the criteria employed by IRBs in evaluating study proposals.
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